Case Studies

Gravel Fill

Project Details

Commercial car park

Client Details

Wetlands and Wildlife Trust, Martin Mere, Burscough, Lancs.

Contractor Details

Own contractors

Accessibility
All our Wetland Centres exist to
fulﬁl founder Peter Scott’s vision
of connecting people with nature,
so we make it a principle that our
wetlands and wildlife are accessible
to everyone.

The WWT originally purchased 6000 square metres of
EcoGrid some 7 years ago.
This is the red sharp angular stone inﬁll that you see
in the image. The surfacing covered the access road to
the site and the original parking bays. All requiring to
be part ‘m’ compliant and free draining.

In 2014, a further order was placed for some 2000
square metres of EcoGrid E40 to provide additional
parking to this popular spot in Lancashire. The ﬁll
material used in this cas was standard pea shingle.
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Project Details

Dual embankement reinforcement and roadway

Client Details

German sewerage works

Contractor Details

Own contractor

The client here provided us with quite the dilemma, how to povide a raised, load-bearing surface whilst still
maintaining a continuous embankment support across the sloping levels. Of course we had the solution in our
EcoGrid angled sections which allow exactly this change in levels from the horizontal to the vertical. The angled
pieces come in either 40mm or 50mm versions. The ﬁll is standard pea shingle.
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Project Details

Temporary car parking and roadway

Client Details

Event in Czech Republic

Contractor Details

Own contractors

EcoGrid is ideal for temporary parking and temporary
roadways due to its very nature. Each grid is only
330mm x 330mm, however, when the grids are
locked together in section, they stay together until
such time as you want to separate them.
EcoGrid comes on a pallet preassembled in 1.33
square metre sections, it is a one man task to lift off
the section from the pallet, place it on the ground,
lift off another and click swiftly and securely in place.
One man can lay up to 100 square metres in an
hour therefore for temporary parking or temporary
roadways; fitting time is not the problem.
Most of our clients that have contracts to install temporary parking or temporary roadways will have either a
flat deck Transit van or a flat decked 7.5 tonne vehicle. In this case, they will be able to disassemble the EcoGrid
sections in larger sheets of (for example) 4 square metres so that transportation and subsequent installation is even
swifter and simpler in the future. Many examples of the use of EcoGrid can be given from the school that needs
to park cars on the playing fields without any long term damage; whilst commercial vehicles use the car park for
building works to the event organisers, who have been given access across a field with the provision that the field is
returned to the same state after. For temporary parking and temporary roadways, EcoGrid has no rival. Available in
four different sizes, each pertaining to load bearing requirements, the grids can be filled or left unfilled dependent
upon the required ease of disassembly.
No need for clips, pins or bolts; the patented locking
system for EcoGrid makes assembly the easiest thing in
the world, dismantling of a site is also easy.
By placing a round bar under the leading edge of the
grids and walking firmly on the raised edge; the grids
clip apart without damage, ready for the next use.
Free draining, cost-effective, strong and made from
completely recycled materials…. What better product is
on the market for your temporary parking or temporary
roadway?
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Project Details

Osprey facility

Client Details

The Canadian Army

Contractor Details

Army Engineers

Client’s Testimonial
We put the E50 down on a low/wet section of dirt road at the
range with no prep and it sat there for weeks being driven over and
getting kind of pushed into the dirt/mud. We did the test without
any further prep to see what effect tracked/military vehicles
might have on a lonely EcoGrid road in the middle of nowhere.
The bulldozer driver asked several times if I really wanted him to
do this. He was quite surprised (and relieved - you know how the
General is about looks) as he knew how the machine tore up the
rest of that road when he had to turn around.
I’ve included a before and after photo. From the before you can
see there are ruts, so the E50 wasn’t even flat when we started
the test. We could not have made it any nastier. The after shows a
brown patch where we had just done another test with a backhoe
with bucket full of stone that sat in one place and ground the front
wheel back and forth with big knobby tires that caught and twisted
the cells. The cosmetic damage is from both tests combined. All
the nicks and splits are above the dirt line, so filling the cells is a big
deal for long term use. It will still be there at the range for many
years to come!
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Project Details

Brown spar gravel filled E40 grids

Client Details

Allbrite

Contractor Details

Self-install by Allbrite team

The EcoGrid we purchased is being used to stabilise our paths in Peatlands Country Park. Quite a number of our
paths take visitors across our peat bog. Although these paths are, for the most part dry, they can get quite wet
underfoot during prolonged periods of rain. Given the ‘fragile’ nature of peat, our paths can become churned up
and mushy underfoot from the constant through ﬂow of people, especially ﬁtness fanatics who like to run in the
Park. People then avoid the mushy path and start walking along the edge of the path thereby creating increasingly
wider paths.
In the wetter areas, we installed raised wooden boardwalk. This does not suit all areas of the park, is expensive to
lay, is costly and time consuming to maintain and has a shelf life of 10-15 years.
We laid a small area of EcoGrid about 3 years ago. This has been very successful. It creates an invisible mat which
allows the natural vegetation to grow up through. It is quick and easy to lay, is stable underfoot, maintenance
free and should last for years. Again this won’t suit the wetter areas of the Park but it has allowed a previously
troublesome path to stabilise and naturally regenerate.
We have just laid quite a long stretch of EcoGrid from our recent consignment from you and if it performs as well as
our ﬁrst section, we will be very happy. Following up in 2015, we got this encouraging response:

Hello,
Thank you for your email and for your phone call this morning, it was a pleasant coincidence.
We have had a lot of success using EcoGrid on our paths within the Country Park. We initially used
it to patch up sections of heavily poached paths and these sections are now dry however, the areas
in between are now muddy so we are back to our original problem. We did not have the ﬁnancial
resources at the time to lay long stretches of EcoGrid.
The Belfast Hills Partnership have used EcoGrid across much their site which is a fragile peat bog
terrain probably even wetter than ours. Jim Bradley is the partnership manager and he has a website
where you can see the grid in-situ http://belfasthills.org/visiting/virtual-visit/black-mtn-summit/.
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Project Details

EcoGrid used to site heavy plant and construction generators

Client Details

Purus Plastics, Arzberg, Germany

Contractor Details

Own contractors

This is another example where a picture is worth
a thousand words! This is a 50 tonne crane, lifting
a 30 tonne generator whilst sitting on EcoGrid E50
surfacing. The EcoGrid system happily copes with
this type of loading over a long-term basis. We can
also show case studies for the system in use for
construction site set up, welfare cabin bases, wheel
wash areas, tool stores, walkways and any other
application for construction sites.
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Project Details

EcoGrid used to reinforce hard shoulders on roadways

Client Details

Various

Contractor Details

Competent civil engineers

Shoulders are constructed next to rigid and flexible pavements to provide space for vehicles during an emergency,
provide structural support for the roadway itself, thus increasing road safety. Shoulders can be paved or unpaved.
Rutting and pavement edge drop-offs are common performance problems associated with granular shoulders,
primarily caused by bearing capacity failure of the sub grade, vehicle-induced wind erosion, or vehicle off-tracking.
Edge drop-offs develop by surface runoff erosion, being hazardous to drivers and difficult to maintain, such
problems require more attention. These situations are typically repaired and mitigated by placing more material,
grading and compacting it. However, such a solution is considered temporary and does not address the factors
causing the problem; therefore, the problem often recurs.
To accommodate heavy truck loads, EcoGrid can be used as reinforcement to stabilise. EcoGrid is the original
flexible porous plastic paving, designed and manufactured in Germany and also known as a Geo grid, Geo cell or
Ecoraster. Our product is proudly produced by Purus Plastics GmbH and considering over 20 years of manufacture,
we can guarantee 20 years of quality shoulder stabilisation in most of environmental conditions. Feel free to
browse through our website or contact us for more info.
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Project Details

Heavy duty loading roadway extension

Client Details

Various councils

Contractor Details

Own contractors

These are various examples of EcoGrid E50 with its high load
bearing capacity, being used to extend roadways in a highly costeffective manner. The grids are laid on a type 2 250mm base and
are often left to fill naturally.
EcoGrid E50
43 layers on a full pallet=57.19 square metres. 1258 square metres
on a full load
Technical data for the EcoGrid E50:
Dimensions: 33 cm x 33 cm x 5 cm Wall thickness/wall height: 7
mm / 50 mm Weight per unit: 1.08 kg Weight per m2: 10,917 kg
Material: 100 % recycling material PE (polyethylene) Compression
strength: up to 20 tonnes axle load in accordance with DIN 1072
Carrying load per m2: up to 800 tonnes Dimensional stability:
temperature range -50° to 90° C Dimensional change: 0.5 % (for a
normal temperature +20° to 80° C) Absorption of humidity: 0,01 %
Environmental compatibility:

Environmentally neutral in

accordance with DIN 38412 UV and frost resistant Solubility:
resistant to acids, alkalis, alcohol, oil and petrol (de-icing salt,
ammonia, acid rain etc.) Laying performance: 100 m2 per person
and hour
E50 uses
»

Car park reinforcement

»

Outdoor riding rings

»

Fire service access

»

Raised verge reinforcement

»

Connecting paths, drives

»

Building site routes, loading areas

»

Gardening and landscaping

»

Slope and dike
reinforcements

»

Helipads

»

Airstrip reinforcements

»

Industrial and
commercial applications

»

Military applications
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Project Details

EcoGrid used as outdoor warehouse surfacing suitable for large fork lift trucks

Client Details

Fichtel Mountains Bavaria Germany

Contractor Details

Local civil engineering company

The finished goods allowed outdoor warehousing even in harsh weather
conditions and the customer wished to save the costs of building an
enclosed warehouse. The customer also choose permeable paving in order
to save the costs of storm water infrastructure, and additionally save yearly
storm water taxes due to the low permeability coefficient, adding up to
several thousand Euros every year.
The permeable surface needed to be concrete-like in performance to
withstand forklift and transport truck traffic, this with minimal excavation
due to high costs of disposal and gravel base.
The permeable surface means that there would be no pooling water to
freeze, preventing pallets sticking to the ground, which normally requires
some type of roofing. The driving surface needed to be snow ploughable
due to heavy and regular snow fall, and frost resistant to prevent cracking.
Solution / Implementation
In order to meet all of the requirements, EcoGrid was used in the Sandwich
method. Local construction codes for industrial asphalt had required a
total depth of 32 inches. The EcoGrid in the “sandwich method” required
a total depth of 16.5 inches. The calculation was made with the layering
coefficient of EcoGrid in this method.
E30 EcoGrid was installed on the compacted graded ground and filled with
13 inches of clear crushed gravel. A thin layer of ¼” gravel was installed as
a bedding and screeded, and the EcoGrid E50 was assembled and installed
on this layer and backfilled with the same fine crushed gravel.
Testimonial
“The EcoGrid in sandwich method met all of our needs and remains
flawless and the same performance even after 12 years in use. The cost
of the installation was less than 50% of what it would have cost with
traditional construction methods and we still save yearly storm water taxes.
Our asphalt and concrete surfaces do not stand up to the elements as well
as the EcoGrid, and this permeable solution also saves salting and sanding.”
Products used: EcoGrid E30 at sub base and E50 as top layer with 10mm
angular gravel base for drainage and 5mm clear chip as bedding and fill.
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Project Details

Commercial contruction site welfare cabin set up

Client Details

Carillion

Contractor Details

Wyse

The Alternative Cabin Base System
Manufactured from recycled plastic, EcoGrid is
designed for both temporar and permanent use.
Our altermative cabin base system is a reuseable
foundation to be placed for additional support, before
installing the portable cabin on top.
Advantages

Quick Installation
½ day setup, ½ day removal from site saving time over
the 6-7 day process of casting and later breaking and
removing from site traditional concrete bases

Cheaper

Carbon Neutral

Health & Safety reduced risks

•

Saving 1.66t of
carbon produced
for each tone of
concrete. 100%
Recyclable

•

Can be used as
barriers, matting
for boot scraping,
pathways, steps,
ramps.

•

Zero landfill –
Redundant concrete

•

Extremely durable

•

Health and safety
applications

•

Non slip

•

•

Easy to handle and
position.

Crack proof and
insect resistant

•

Rot and algae proof

•

No HAVS (breaking
concrete at the
end of the job) No
concrete splashes

•

Splinter free

•

UV resistant

•

Vandal resistant

•

Less flammable

•

Whole life costs

•

Hi Loading
Capabilities.

User friendly

Carbon neutral
Improved programme
Environmentally superior option
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